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CALLINGS: THE PURPOSE AND PASSION OF WORK, FROM STORYCORPS FOUNDER  
DAVE ISAY, RELEASED IN PAPERBACK BY PENGUIN PRESS ON APRIL 18  
 
In Interviews Gathered Across the Country, Individuals Spanning the American Workforce 
Talk about Finding—and Doing—the Work They Feel Called to Do 
 
Since 2003, StoryCorps has given more than 350,000 people—Americans of all backgrounds and beliefs,              
in towns and cities in all 50 states—the chance to record interviews about their lives. In Callings, the fifth                   
book from the renowned national organization, founder Dave Isay presents a collection of stories from the                
heart of the American workforce. In these conversations, individuals from an array of occupations—from              
bricklayer to beer vendor, science teacher to salmon slicer—recount the struggles and triumphs along              
their journeys to finding meaning in their work. Whether they discovered their paths at a young age or                  
came upon them later in life, whether they have continued family legacies or defied expectations to                
pursue their callings, the people in this book are inspiring testaments to how work can be about far more                   
than just making a living. Penguin Press releases Callings in paperback on April 18, in time for                 
graduation season and amidst a vital national conversation about American workers. 
 
The stories comprising Callings are by turns humorous and poignant. Together, they represent a              
celebration of the passion, determination, and courage it takes to pursue the work we feel called to do.                  
Dave Isay says of the book, “In Callings, there are no billionaires, millionaires, celebrities, or pro                
athletes—rather, they are everyday people who have managed to find, and dedicate themselves to, work               
they love.”  
 
The 53 stories in Callings—nearly half of which have never been shared or broadcast before—span a vast                 
range of professions. They include Angelo Bruno and Eddie Nieves, NYC sanitation workers who talk               
about their pride in the job and the surprising perks of keeping the streets clean; scientist Dorothy                 
Warburton, who has endured sexism in the male-dominated medical research field to change the stigma               
and treatment of miscarriage; Al Siedlecki, a science teacher whose encouragement led his student, Lee               
Buono, to become a neurosurgeon; and Ayodeji Ogunniyi, who was motivated by the murder of his father                 
to become an English teacher, and who now mentors students with backgrounds similar to those of his                 
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father’s killers. 
 
Kirkus Reviews has written about Callings, “Thoughtfully organized and edited, each story is a reminder               
of the essential role work plays in the pursuit of human happiness. Inspiring, insightful, and thoroughly                
readable.” Booklist wrote, “Callings will inspire readers at every stage of their careers to view work with                
a new appreciation for the possibilities it holds beyond the mundane,” and Publishers Weekly              
noted, “Every one of the stories in this inspiring collection reveals the deep love that motivates the                
storytellers as they discover and embrace their vocations.”  
 
About Dave Isay 
 
Dave Isay is the founder of StoryCorps and the recipient of numerous honors including a MacArthur                
“Genius” Fellowship, the 2015 TED Prize and Peabody Awards. He is the author and editor of numerous                 
books that grew out of his public radio documentary work, including the StoryCorps books Listening is                
an Act of Love (2006), Mom: A Celebration of Mothers from StoryCorps (2010), and All There Is: Love                  
Stories from StoryCorps (2012)—all New York Times bestsellers. StoryCorps’ fourth booth, Ties That             
Bind, was released in the fall of 2013 to coincide with the organization’s tenth anniversary.  
 
About StoryCorps 
  
Founded in 2003 by Dave Isay, StoryCorps has given more than 350,000 people the chance to record                 
interviews about their lives. The organization preserves the recordings in its archive at the Library of                
Congress, the largest single collection of human voices ever gathered, and shares select stories with the                
public through StoryCorps’ weekly podcast, NPR broadcasts, animated shorts, digital platforms, and            
best-selling books. These powerful human stories reflect the vast range of American experiences, wisdom              
and values; engender empathy and connection; and remind us how much more we have in common than                 
divides us.  
  
StoryCorps is especially committed to capturing and amplifying voices least heard in the media. The               
StoryCorps MobileBooth, an Airstream trailer the organization has transformed into a traveling recording             
booth, crisscrosses the country year-round in order to gather the stories of people nationwide. With the                
2015 TED Prize awarded to Dave Isay, StoryCorps launched a free mobile app that puts the StoryCorps                 
experience entirely in the hands of users and enables anyone, anywhere to record meaningful              
conversations with another person and upload the audio to the Library of Congress. StoryCorps also               
records interviews in its permanent StoryBooths, in New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Atlanta. 
  
Recording an interview in a StoryCorps booth couldn’t be easier: You invite a loved one, or anyone else                  
you choose, to a StoryCorps recording site. There you’re met by a trained facilitator who explains the                 
interview process, brings you into a quiet recording room and seats you across from your interview                
partner, each of you in front of a microphone. The facilitator hits “record,” and you share a 40-minute                  
conversation. At the end of the session, you walk away with a copy of the interview, and a digital file                    
goes to the Library of Congress, where it will be preserved for generations to come. 
  
StoryCorps is working to grow into an enduring national institution that fosters a culture of listening in                 
the United States; celebrates the dignity, power and grace that can be heard in the stories we find all                   
around us; and helps us recognize that every life and every story matter equally. In the coming years                  
StoryCorps hopes to touch the lives of every American family.  
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